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Occasionally a student will lose their Core Veil before finishing the prerequisites for the Core 
Veil class. When that happens, the typical question is whether they can then skip the classes that 
were the prerequisite for the Core Veil and other awakening classes. The answer is actually a bit 
complex. 

     > The student must confirm with Ric (by emailed photo) that the Core Veil is gone and that 
they are energetically okay to take the Core Veil class. If approval is granted, then the student 
may take the Core Veil class without taking any other classes. (At the very least, the 
Foundational class must have been taken first.) 
     > For each subsequent awakening class, the individual student’s energy system must be 
checked (by Ric) to see if there is enough development for the student to take it. 
     > If the student is able to take the I-Point & (no)Self class in this manner, that is as far as they 
can go without taking Merlin’s Grace class and all the healing classes that feed into it. The 
Original Veil movement, which is the next awakening class, needs the supportive development 
of the Merlin’s Grace class and all the healing classes that feed into it, for the energetic 
foundation needed to create this awakening in class.  
     > Any student who has lost their Core Veil, whether through our Core Veil class or otherwise, 
can ‘sit-in’ on any post-awakening class that they don’t have the awakening pre-requisite for, 
except for the Awakening to Divinity level classes, and use that as an opportunity to meditate 
and deepen with Merlin. They will not get the class transmissions, though, for the prerequisites 
are needed for that. For sit-ins, there is a 25% discount, just as if they were repeating the class, 
and then they are charged the regular price when they take it and have the prerequisites to get the 
class transmissions. 

     Often, students who are focused on awakening don’t recognize the importance of the healing 
classes. They don’t recognize the importance of the energetic foundation created in those classes 
for supporting their awakening process; and they don’t recognize until later that the awakening 
process will periodically stir up all kinds of buried issues, and that they will need the healing 
tools to help them with this, to stay clear within their awakening. The Merlin lineage is not a 
healing lineage or an awakening one; it is a healing and awakening lineage, and the two are 
interlinked. 


